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THE COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT: EXPANDING ACCESS

When Congress enacted the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977, it revolutionized social equity because it sought to expand access to finances to persons and communities routinely denied a fair opportunity to achieve wealth. The Act easily could have been hailed as fundamental civil rights and business opportunity legislation, as the Act encouraged the fair treatment of potential borrowers regardless of race, ethnicity or geographical location. The CRA also expanded opportunity for the financial industry by establishing lending criteria that opened the door to a significantly greater credit market. However, CRA proponents faced the difficult task of overcoming centuries of financial policies within the banking and lending industry that limited access to credit and thereby to wealth, based often on the race and ethnicity of the borrower or borrower community. As a consequence of these financial policies, reviving depressed communities, a core principle of the CRA, remains a national challenge. Many of the most severely depressed communities are located in inner cities.

In 1968 only thirty percent of America’s poor lived in urban communities. Twenty years later, that number had increased by thirteen percent. Comparatively, larger cities house a greater concentration of families living at the poverty level than smaller ones. Today, almost thirty-one percent of all persons living in the United States live in central cities within metropolitan areas; however the number of lower-income persons living in central cities remains constant: near the fortieth percentile. Areas where poor and lower-income persons live generally suffer significant deterioration and blighted conditions. A contributing factor to deterioration and urban decay is the lack of access to credit and banking services that are commonly unavailable to the nation’s most needy. This lack of accessible banking and credit services can result in serious consequences to already underdeveloped communities. For example, something as simple as a bank’s choice of location and how it invests in a particular branch has a tremendous impact on the stream of capital within the area in which it is located. Without banking credit and services, residents in these communities are much less able to purchase homes, establish businesses, or accumulate wealth.

During the 1970s there was much debate about community needs and banking practices which eventually led to the enactment of the Federal Community Reinvestment Act in 1977. The public debates centered around the issue of whether banks and other financial institutions that provide services to lower-income neighborhoods should be obligated to make mortgage loans available to the residents. Profit making and financial stability had been top priorities for these banking institutions, and the federal regulatory agencies supported this ideology, regardless of the effect it had on individuals residing in these areas. The goal of the new legislation was to invigorate attitudes, norms, and behavior modifications in banking industries and the agencies that regulated them.

Community groups and activists concerned with the spiraling deterioration of low-income neighborhoods began to attribute this decline directly to the depository institutions that served these neighborhoods. Evidence showed that many banking institutions denied loans to residents on a discriminatory basis, ignoring profit making or financial stability. In fact, although
applicants may have met the banks’ creditworthiness criteria, loans were not dispersed to applicants residing in disfavored neighborhoods. The effects of these discriminatory practices led to enactment of anti-discrimination legislation such as the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, the Consumer Credit Protection Act, and the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, followed by the Community Reinvestment Act (hereinafter referred to as the CRA, the Act or statute).

I. POLICY RATIONALE UNDERLYING THE ENACTMENT OF THE CRA

Congress enacted the CRA in response to discrimination by financial institutions against racially and ethnically disenfranchised people and their communities. Financial institutions have historically practiced redlining, which is a systematic denial of credit to persons living within certain communities. ‘Redlining’ got its name from a lender’s process of outlining in red certain poor neighborhoods on a map, in order to indicate areas considered “too high” a risk for lending. Often, however, red lines were drawn not based on financial risks but on racial considerations. Bank officials refused to lend to borrowers based on impermissible grounds like race without regard to the applicants’ credit histories.

This article discusses three factors associated with redlining that played a significant role in the enactment of the CRA: racial discrimination, geographic discrimination, and community disinvestment. It also discusses the impact of discriminatory lending practices on its victims and examines the CRA and its requirements. It concludes with recommendations for a more effective implementation of existing laws with the goal of expanding lending opportunities.

A. Racial and Geographic Discrimination

Notwithstanding instances of business necessity, redlining fails to consider the merits of individual applicants residing in areas that are considered high risk. This practice has a negative disparate impact on urban minority applicants who overwhelmingly reside in these areas. Lending institutions in the United States have a history of consistently denying applications for mortgage credit in racially integrated communities. In the past, the position that there was a fiduciary duty owed by financial institutions to their depositors and shareholders was widely accepted as legitimate grounds for discriminatory practices. Federal officials acting under color of law often supported and promoted racial and geographic redlining. Current legislation such as the CRA, acts to counter this stale mentality.

There is no indication that Congress perceived the CRA as a means of directly prohibiting racial discrimination in lending; however, the statute’s text provides that regulated financial institutions are required by law to demonstrate that their deposit facilities serve the convenience and needs of the communities in which they are chartered to do business. The statute’s purpose and effect are consistent with prohibiting racial discrimination because failure to meet the credit needs of a community often parallel racial discrimination. Consequently, there is a general consensus that the CRA was intended to remedy the problems of discrimination in lending. There is evidence that one of the greatest challenges for meeting that goal is the historical racial and ethnic animus in the policies of the financial industry.

A second factor associated with redlining manifests itself when banking institutions discriminate against residents of distinct geographic areas. Here, the focus is on the location of the collateral, rather than race, when considering the applicant for a mortgage loan. Geographic discriminatory policies are rooted in the lender’s opinion that collateral in certain communities are likely to lose value, resulting in a loss to the lender. As a consequence, lending decisions are made without paying attention to the credentials of the particular applicant or the applicant’s specific collateral. Therefore, because banks presume that loans to individuals in these communities are high risks, they either avoid lending there entirely or make loans that are less favorable compared to other areas.

The location of the proposed collateral for a loan is a critical criterion to consider when making loan decisions. However, while geographic considerations may be a viable factor in lending decisions, location as a primary criterion in mortgage credit decisions often results in irrationally grounded discrimination if left unchecked. Irrationally grounded discrimination stems from individual or geographic biases, which are entirely unrelated to the lending information.
discrimination occurs when institutions base their conclusions and decisions on imperfect information concerning investment opportunities in the redlined area. Regrettably, the unimpeded use of the location of the collateral in the lending decision will, in particular circumstances, produce results that are not socially acceptable on compassionate, moral, or ethical grounds. It is distressing to see that banks are less willing to lend to individuals who reside in certain areas because these places are either all-minority or predominantly all-minority communities, while contending that this is a sign that the areas are headed for decline. This cycle of denial fulfills its own prophecy.

While the CRA did not address racial discrimination until 1991, it addressed geographic discrimination at the time of its inception. One author has observed that geographic discrimination takes several forms, including the outright refusal to consider applications for mortgage loans and the imposition of more stringent credit terms. Geographic discrimination also occurs when lending policies that may seem facially neutral have the effect of excluding from consideration a substantial number of applications for mortgage loans in a particular area.

B. Disinvestment and Credit Allocation

Another major hurdle facing the success of the CRA is the policy of community disinvestments. Community disinvestment occurs when depository institutions take in funds, usually in the form of deposits, from one community and reinvest the deposits in other areas. Although the CRA does not expressly address disinvestments, community group challenges to that and other discriminatory policies of the banking industry contributed to the enactment of the CRA.

It is easy to determine that Congress intended to cause financial reinvestment in declining urban communities; hence the name Community Reinvestment Act. To achieve the purpose of the Act, measures would have to be taken that would decrease urban decline, while increasing financial investment in the affected communities. It was contemplated that in addition to Congressional mandates, the private sector would need to play a prominent role in making financial services, including credit, accessible to the target communities. The challenge would be to convince the private market to use their expertise and capital to reinvest rather than to disinvest in these communities.

Credit allocation was proposed as a solution to the problem of racial and geographic discrimination and neighborhood disinvestment. Proposals included a quota or set-aside system of providing credit to targeted neighborhoods and identifiable borrowers. Some community groups demanded that financial institutions that receive deposits from a particular neighborhood reinvest a portion of those deposits back into that neighborhood. But this idea was rejected as an extreme imposition on private credit decision-making. However, it was clear that without some specific steps taken to affirmatively address discriminatory policies, disenfranchised persons and communities would continue to be denied access to wealth.

II. THE IMPACT OF DISCRIMINATORY LENDING PRACTICES

In many instances the policies of the financial institutions that “serve” a community will have a major impact on that community’s viability. When financing is not available in low-income communities, what generally results is both decreased homeownership and property values, as well as disrepair and decline. The dire perception of a declining neighborhood is virtually impossible to overcome for residents within these communities.

In the 1950s and 1960s some of the nation’s largest metropolitan areas experienced dramatic decay. Much of the blame was attributed to mainstream financial institutions. As banking and credit opportunities continued to be inaccessible, many people in these communities turned to alternative sources, including check-cashers, informal and unsecured loan pools, credit cards, loan sharks and family members. Often these sources resulted in higher interest rates and more rigorous repayment terms. It is noteworthy that some of these alternatives have been successful and can hardly be criticized for providing the only source of credit revenues in these communities. However, underground financing cannot match an open and accessible financial market.
Historically, banks have been located in more affluent neighborhoods, leaving the less affluent communities under-served. Since its enactment, community groups have used the Act to generate billions of dollars in lending to specified affected areas. However, it still has not stimulated the type of improvement in low-and moderate-income communities that the Community Reinvestment Act was designed to produce. A good deal of the dissatisfaction or failure of production has been blamed on the Act itself.

III. RATING CRA PERFORMANCE

Partially enacted in response to financial institutions evasion in providing banking services to inner city neighborhoods, the CRA was innovative in that it was designed to motivate the banking industry to change its misconceptions about lending to residents in historically ignored communities, thus stimulating new credit markets. The Act creates an ongoing requirement that regulated financial institutions help meet the credit needs of local communities they service. In addition, institutions were required by the Act to extend credit in a manner consistent with safe and sound banking operations, and were encouraged to extend their vision in conformance with these standards.

Arguably vague and imprecise, no specific conduct was directly prohibited or required by the statute. As a result, critics often challenge the CRA for lacking specificity. Although rooted in fact, the criticisms often neglected to recognize the importance of the CRA. Its overriding purpose was to require depository institutions that enjoyed the benefits of federal charters and federal insurance to be obligated to meet the credit needs of all communities, regardless of ethnicity or geography.

Initially, the statute required nothing more than a good faith best effort on the part of banks to improve lending practices. However, its enforcement regulations imposed three basic substantive requirements on regulated institutions: community delineation, disclosure and compliance. Defining “community delineation” was left up to the institution. Disclosure required banks to post notices in the institution lobbies to inform the public of CRA performance and give those who wished to submit comments the opportunity to do so. Comments were subject to review by the institutions’ supervisory agencies and given consideration when assessing an institution’s CRA rating.

By 1989, the CRA was amended as part of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) commanding more extensive disclosure requirements. Disclosure under the amended provisions involved preparation of a public CRA statement and annual review. The Act further required that the CRA statement include the institution’s community delineation, the actual credit that an institution had promised to extend, and a copy of the institution’s CRA notice. The institution was also required to keep a record on how it met the needs of the communities within its service area. Additionally, the 1989 amendments replaced the five-tiered numerical grading system with a new rating system comprised of the following categories: outstanding, satisfactory, needs to improve, and substantial non-compliance.

The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), however, implemented yet another revised rating system in 1995. This new rating system purportedly detailed a more comprehensive approach to the issue of CRA compliance and grading measures. Five categories were used in the evaluating CRA performance, and in each area the institution could receive one of the four ratings discussed above.

Despite efforts to create and maintain an impartial grading system, community groups, financial institutions, and regulatory agencies continued to criticize the CRA rating system. Supervisory agencies proposed a new set of CRA revisions that were approved by regulators in 1995. Under the modifications, public disclosure requirements remained virtually the same. The new regulations, however, abandoned the efforts-based regime and advanced an evaluation procedure based on actual results, using the following categories as testing criteria: lending (lending test), investing (investment test), and serving an institution’s assessment area (service test).

Under current CRA regulations, the three above-mentioned tests are utilized to generate a raw rating that is in turn used to
compute the institution’s composite rating.\textsuperscript{96} Large retail institutions are evaluated under these three criteria.\textsuperscript{100} Wholesale or limited purpose institutions are evaluated under a test designed to evaluate their record in making qualified investments in community development lending and in providing community development services.\textsuperscript{101} Small retail institutions are evaluated under less rigorous testing criteria unless they request evaluation under other statutory testing criteria.\textsuperscript{102}

A CRA rating under the lending test evaluates an institution’s record in providing and demonstrating equitable lending within its assessment area(s).\textsuperscript{103} The institution’s performance in meeting community credit needs is evaluated by measuring the institution’s home mortgage lending, small business and farm lending, community development lending,\textsuperscript{104} and consumer lending when it constitutes a substantial majority of the banks business.\textsuperscript{105} There are five performance criteria under this test: lending activity,\textsuperscript{106} geographic distribution,\textsuperscript{107} borrower characteristics,\textsuperscript{108} community development lending,\textsuperscript{109} and innovative or flexible lending practices.\textsuperscript{110}

The purpose of the both the investment test and the lending test is to detail how institutional resources have actually been deployed within the institution’s assessment area.\textsuperscript{111} A rating under the investment test is dependant upon the dollar amount of qualified investments made by the institution,\textsuperscript{112} the innovativeness and complexity of those investments,\textsuperscript{113} the responsiveness of qualified investments to credit and community development needs,\textsuperscript{114} and the degree to which the qualified investments are not routinely provided by private investors.\textsuperscript{115}

The service test “evaluates the bank’s record in providing and demonstrating equitable lending by analyzing both the availability and effectiveness of a bank’s systems for delivering retail banking services and the extent and innovativeness of its community development services.”\textsuperscript{116} There are two areas in which to rate performance: retail banking and community development services. Under the performance criteria for retail banking services, the board evaluates the institution \textsuperscript{96} based on current distribution of branches among the low-, moderate-, and upper-income geographic areas it serves, its record of opening and closing branches within these geographical areas, the availability and effectiveness of alternative systems for delivering banking services to individuals within these geographic areas, and the range of the services offered to low-, moderate-and upper income geographical areas.\textsuperscript{117} When evaluating an institution’s community development services, the board gives consideration to the extent to which the bank provides community development services, is innovative, and responds to community development services.\textsuperscript{118}

Brooke Overby describes these three test criteria as being representative of a more quantitative evaluation procedure used when measuring actual results in meeting the credit needs of an institution’s service area.\textsuperscript{119} Once a bank has been evaluated under each of the tests, a composite CRA rating is compiled.\textsuperscript{120} The evaluator assigns points to each category using one of the four grades mentioned above.\textsuperscript{121} He or she gives the greatest weight to the institution’s performance under the lending test.\textsuperscript{122}

Although the lending, service, and investment tests were adopted with hopes of providing a more objective system of rating CRA performance, the system has been criticized as arbitrary.\textsuperscript{123} Critics argue that the overall rating process still evokes discretionary regulation\textsuperscript{124} and a great deal of subjectivity.\textsuperscript{125} They also argue that the discretion vested in agencies to assess an institution’s performance merely cautions the institution to engage in and maintain detailed records of its outreach and marketing efforts within its service area in the event that an evaluation were to point toward a poor rating.\textsuperscript{126} The focus then easily moves away from results in favor of appearances.

Among the Act’s harshest critics is a most desired ally, the banking industry itself. Part of the paperwork complaint centers on the burden of publishing lending data disclosure reports.\textsuperscript{127} The banking industry has also argued that demanding public disclosure of CRA ratings and lending data is similar to providing community groups with more firepower with which they can force bankers to make unprofitable loans.\textsuperscript{128}

These criticisms support limitations rather than expansion into these historically unavailed credit markets. Not all community organizations aggressively protest bank activities; nonetheless, the threat of protest has helped to secure the commitments of some financial institutions.\textsuperscript{129} Activists claim that the protest is the most reliable way to achieve the desired results, so they remain cautious of overly qualitative CRA reviews that may not accurately reflect the institution’s results in increasing community lending.\textsuperscript{130} Further, community groups claim that too many banks receive “outstanding” and “satisfactory” ratings
despite contrary information provided by watchdog and communities groups.131

**97 IV. STRENGTHENING THE LINK BETWEEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND LENDING**

In 1994, the Clinton Administration announced its community development banking initiative,132 while Congress enacted the Community Development Banking and Financial Institutions Act (hereinafter CDBFIA).133 The CDBFIA provided Community Development Financial Institutions (hereinafter CDFIs) with fund-matching financial assistance to support the creation of community development corporations (hereinafter CDCs) and to finance community development projects.134 This subsequent legislation created an opportunity to produce positive relationships between communities and depository institutions while trying to strengthen the latter’s ability to focus on the development needs of its service area.135 New rules (such as the CDBFIA) have allowed for indirect third-party intermediary lending and investing through local organizations called CDFIs.136 Banks lend money, invest resources and provide financial services to these organizations that in turn re-lend or invest money in the community, enabling the bank to receive CRA “credit” for the funding.137 Federal law defines a CDFI as an institution that: (i) has a primary mission of promoting community development; (ii) serves an investment area or targeted population; (iii) provides development services in conjunction with equity investments or loans, directly or through a subsidiary or affiliate; (iv) maintains, through representation on its governing board or otherwise, accountability to residents of its investment area or targeted population; and (v) is not an agency or instrumentality of the United States, or of any State or political subdivision of a State.138 The CDFI industry represents itself as comprised of “private-sector financial intermediaries with community development as their primary mission[,] ... [making] loans and investments that conventional financial institutions would consider unbankable, [and linking] financing to other development activities.”139

CDFIs help generate capital to stimulate community economic development.140 In part, CDFIs stimulate the urban economy by providing financing to local entrepreneurs to operate businesses.141 This and other community-based financing help establish financial independence for the community residents it serves.142 CDFIs target a largely untapped borrower market of individuals and businesses that have limited access to wealth or the means to access credit for the mainstream credit industry.143

A major part of what the Community Development Financial Institutions do is to identify solutions to wealth barriers for low-and moderate-income communities.144 However, these institutions do not exclusively serve the urban market;145 they also serve multiple communities in a variety of states.146 Some CDFIs specifically target sub-groups of the urban community.147 Others may serve religious organizations.148 Not all CDFIs are for-profit institutions.149 A CDFI’s financial resources are varied,150 often depending on how the institution is structured.151 CDFIs include Community Development Banks, Community Development Credit Unions, Community Development Loan Funds, Community Development Venture Capital Funds and Micro-Enterprise Loan Funds.152 Nevertheless, it might add strength to the initiative if traditional banks did participate with capital investment and expertise.153 Also CDFIs represent a progressive means for community revitalization.154

The CDBFIA differs from the CRA in that it is designed to address rational discriminatory practices (economic factors affecting the reasons lenders avoid providing credit to low-income areas).155 Like the CRA, this legislation also has its own problems.156 First, the CDBFIA limits financial incentives to CDFIs, thereby not addressing the problem of “rational” redlining practiced by “traditional” financial institutions.157 Second, the CDBFIA requires CDFIs to “[serve] an investment area or targeted population.”158 Because of this, CDFIs face higher risks than financial institutions not subject to these rules.159 This causes CDFIs to demand higher returns on their investments to compensate them for increased risk levels.160 Spreading risk over a diversified portfolio would enhance the value and potentially the profitability to the investor.161 Broadening the financial incentives to include traditional banks might enhance the competition and, therefore, the benefits to the targeted customer.162

**V. COMMUNITY ACTIVISM AND CRA ENFORCEMENT**
THE COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT: EXPANDING..., 12-FALL Kan. J.L. &...

Various writers have found community activism to be a force in the enactment of the CRA as well as in its continued enforcement. Professor Robert Art says that the motivation behind CRA enforcement has been substantially provided by community-based organizations. He notes that community activism affects the conduct of depository institutions as well as the amount of focus placed on lenders by supervisory agencies. At the time the CRA was enacted, practically all formal rulings by supervisory agencies which concerned CRA issues involved challenges brought by community groups. Before its enactment, any requests by community groups to meet with an institution’s management were either met with intransigence or were outright refused. The CRA brought demonstrators off the streets and into the conference rooms of lending institutions and supervisory agencies. This move has been criticized for haphazardly bestowing upon community groups an immense source of power. These groups were given both a chance to formally participate in the process of regulatory examinations, and opportunities to influence the policy of lenders and regulators. Nevertheless, in order for a community group to be effective, it must be devoted, possess expertise and show persistence in negotiating.

Supervisory agencies tend not to waste their time with complaints or assertions that are not properly supported by statistics or other data. It is possible that community protests of an institution’s CRA performance could spark investigation of the bank’s policies. Public protests have the added impact when a group’s allegations of discrimination are broadcast over audio, visual and print media. The fact that public perception and image are important to institutions is leverage that community groups often seize. Consequently, as a result of community group involvement, depository institutions have strong incentives to comply with CRA requirements.

On the other hand, one of the most vocal and harsh criticisms of the CRA is the power of the public to protest an application of a financial institution due to the institution’s failure to meet CRA requirements. It is argued that instead of regulatory agencies acting to sufficiently enforce the CRA, protests and negotiations provide for “political regulation.” Some believe that community groups should serve as an informational function rather than participating in the enforcement role. However, permitting the public to have a degree of oversight has had the effect of stimulating more CRA activity. The debate over the role of the community in the enforcement of the CRA is perhaps overshadowed only by the on-going debate of the need for the Act altogether.

VI. CHALLENGING CRA POLICY

There is a long-standing debate waged between proponents of two competing interests: the global interest and the local interest. Global interests reject the belief that depository institutions owe a special duty to their local communities. They challenge the position that banking decisions should be based on what may be best for the traditional geographic community. The local interest position is based on the belief that banks are local industries that rely on deposits of the local community as sources for credit funds. Under this position, when the source of institutional investment is from local residents, those residents should be able to demand a commensurate return on that investment from their local institution. Historically, there has not been quid pro quo between the urban community and its banks. In fact, while financial institutions have thrived on money taken from the community, they have failed to reinvest money into that community, causing the community to collapse. The local interest theory posits that these financial institutions should reverse that trend. This argument is bolstered by what local interest proponents see as the underlying policy of the CRA: banks must address the financial and credit needs of the communities they serve.

The fair market position is based on an increasingly changing banking industry. Based in part on the technological revolution in banking, some theorists believe that the CRA is obsolete and fails to fit modern banking systems. Indeed the emerging globalization in the banking industry supports the position that financial institutions no longer have a purely local community constituency. The fair market position would also suggest that the geographical and racial redlining discrimination that so pervaded the industry in the past would all but disappear in an era of color-blind electronic transactions. Notwithstanding the short-term limitation on that theory, the longer term envisions a fairer market as not only banking services, but real estate and home purchases, and business credit services are conducted electronically. This trend toward a more global constituency and colorblind marketplace supports increased competition and more effective regulations. However, this may be more illusory, as bank ownerships tend toward globalization rather than more diversity.
Nevertheless, it is more appropriate to modify the CRA to incorporate these new markets than to abandon the Act altogether. This would provide a transitional model while maintaining a system to address existing realities, because notwithstanding the evolutionary trend, today’s marketplace is decidedly non-electronic. This is particularly true for many of the communities the CRA is designed to assist.

VII RECENT STEPS TO MODERNIZING THE CRA

The Financial Services Modernization Act, also known as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (hereinafter the GLBA), was enacted in 1999, allowing for the restructuring of the financial services industry. As a result of its enactment, several major revolutionary changes have been implemented. First, key provisions of the Glass-Stegall Act were repealed, thereby allowing for banks to partner with investment banks. In allowing such affiliations, banks may elect either to organize as a financial holding company or form financial subsidiaries. The Act also modified the Bank Holding Act of 1956 to permit proprietors of commercial institutions to engage in various types of lending activities. Finally, under the GLBA subsidiaries can engage in a wider range of activities not permitted by banks themselves.

For more than half a century, banking institutions have remained a separate entity from insurance companies and securities firms, as required by law. Because the GLBA is fairly new legislation, Americans have yet to see how this change will impact CRA commands and compliance, or whether the Act will actually allow banking institutions to evade CRA compliance once they have achieved their expansion goals. It has been commented that once a financial holding company has attained a satisfactory or better than satisfactory CRA rating, allowing the institution to expand across industry lines, CRA compliance no longer will exist on a bank’s list of concerns. Moreover, community groups following the proposed bill and its subsequent enactment have become apprehensive about the “Sunshine Provision” of the GLBA. This provision requires banking institutions, and any community group with which they are partnered, to enter into and disclose written CRA agreements when grants of $10,000 or more, or loans of $50,000 or more are involved and the agreement is made pursuant to or in connection with the institution’s CRA obligations. Accordingly, not only must financial institutions file disclosure statements, but community groups who partner with these institutions must also file the statements. This disclosure requirement has brought with it fear that the cost of trying to maintain expense reports detailing how community groups use funds they receive will dissipate group funds and render the groups powerless.

There is further concern that as a result of new business relationships permitted by the GLBA, financial institutions will no longer be operating as traditional institutions, as they can offer banking services through brokerage firms or insurance companies. In an attempt to address this and other concerns, the Community Reinvestment Modernization Act of 2001 was proposed, about which a hearing took place in the House on March 6, 2001. One purpose of the proposed legislation was to ensure that community reinvestment kept pace as banks, securities firms, and other financial institutions were allowed to affiliate as a result of the GLBA. Some of its objectives included extending community reinvestment obligations to all non-bank financial affiliates; modifying rating requirements such that evaluations are separately rated as per state, metropolitan, and community geographies; establishing general requirements for insurers for submitting and compiling information for the institutions’ annual reports; and establishing regulatory and structural reforms pertaining to anti-redlining requirements for financial holding companies. The Community Reinvestment Modernization Act did not pass, but community groups continue to remind Congress of the importance of CRA. Many of CRA’s supporters believe that this GLBA actually weakened CRA.

VIII. TECHNOLOGY AND THE CRA: REDEFINING THE DEBATE

As a result of new developments in technology, the banking industry has gradually and continuously modernized utilization, operation and accessibility of its financial services. Within the past twenty years or so, new and improved advancements in technology have made it possible for banks to move toward a national and international rather than local arena. In our country it is estimated that twenty percent of the nation’s financial institutions offer financial services via the Internet.
cyber-banking becomes more popular, however, supporters of the CRA are increasingly concerned about whether this system of banking will become a more efficient avenue for discriminatory lending practices. Moreover supporters also believe that the lack of access to online banking services to minorities and low-and moderate-income customers is a serious problem.213 This electronic gap between those with access to the Internet and those without is often characterized as the “digital divide.”214 Although it is a cost effective, convenient and impressive advancement, *102 Internet banking services are not accessible to those who cannot afford computers or Internet service.215

Financial institutions that offer their services via the Internet are not currently regulated by the CRA. Moreover, while they do not have to comply with any of the standards set forth by the Act, most accept deposits beyond the scope of their deposit base.216 There are two inquiries that are substantially relevant here: whether these financial institutions should be required to comply with CRA demands217 and whether Internet banking is an effective circumvention of the regulation provided by the CRA.218

The development of Internet banking has vast implications.219 Use of Internet banking has allowed financial institutions to go directly to customers220 and also benefit from the opportunity to expand their presence beyond their local geographical boundaries.221 While Internet banking continues to expand,222 bank costs are reduced.223 At the same time, developments in on-line banking present a host of problems that call for a reevaluation of the CRA.224 Some of these difficulties include defining the institution’s “assessment area” when Internet banking is involved,225 dealing with the concept of community disinvestment as it relates to on-line banking,226 and the potential for the market of on-line banking to be exclusionary and thereby antithetical to the spirit of the CRA.227 The “community” of a cyberbank is said to be nowhere and everywhere at the same time.228 Another issue probes the problems related to banks finding creative ways to circumvent regulatory requirements through vehicles such as franchising, Edge Act Corporations,229 bank holding companies, consumer or non-banks,230 automatic teller machines, and in recent years, Internet banking.231 The policy of the CRA is premised upon banks reinvesting consumer deposits back into the local communities in which they serve.232 Because cyberbanks do not physically appear within a community’s assessment area it will be difficult to resolve what geography actually constitutes a cyberbank’s assessment area within the meaning of the CRA.233

Another problem is that of disparate impact.234 Although it is certainly clear that these new developments in technology regarding banking are a revolutionary break-through, at the same time the banking industry has an opportunity to use this system of banking to their advantage to the exclusion of the interest of the urban community. What could be a more attractive customer base, since those persons who can afford a computer and Internet service are essentially those who are the well-to-do?235 Why wouldn’t a bank want to provide financial services such as loans, credit cards, and other financial services to this group of consumers?

It is more than likely too early to determine whether cyberbanking will be invariably used as a vehicle for circumventing CRA requirements. However, it has been suggested that “the mere existence of a purely Internet bank is a form of redlining based on income instead of race.”236 Since the CRA was designed to remedy this type of activity, online banking activities should be subjected to CRA regulation. Regulators have yet to address online banking as it relates to CRA compliance. Thus, an important regulatory issue is how Internet banks will comply with CRA regulations.237

IX. CRA AND RACE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS LATER

Recurrently, studies show that the availability of mortgage, business and consumer loans is significantly lower within minority and low-income urban communities as compared to whites and suburban communities.238 Reports maintained by the Federal Financial Institution Examination Council (FFIEC) confirm such studies. The FFIEC’s Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data concludes that 1,349,446 blacks, 1,092,097 Hispanics and 8,794,140 whites applied for either home purchase, home refinancing or home improvement loans in year 2000. Of these applications, forty-five percent of black applicants, thirty-one percent of Hispanic applicants and twenty-two percent of white applicants were denied. FFIEC reports also show that those applicants whose income is less than fifty percent of the median family household income were also denied loans at higher rates than those whose income was at or above the median family household income.239 Although Congress has attempted to
limit this disparity through the enactment of fair lending legislation. Studies have also demonstrated that credit availability is considerably lower within minority neighborhoods than it is within white neighborhoods with similarly situated socio-economic backgrounds, despite the fact that lending in low-and moderate-income communities has proven profitable. In 1992, the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston conducted a study revealing that race played a significant factor in the mortgage lending process in Boston. The study also found that banks denied mortgage loans to black or Hispanic applicants almost sixty percent more often than to whites with comparable socioeconomic characteristics. In addition, “studies conducted by the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Office of the Comptroller of Currency (OCC) confirmed this conclusion.”

Yet another study found “that commercial banks extend significantly smaller loan amounts to black-owned startup firms than to white-owned startup firms whose owners possess otherwise equal equity investments and educational backgrounds.” This study concluded “that commercial banks provided white startup small business borrowers with $1.83 in debt capital for each dollar of equity while providing the black business borrower with $1.16.”

The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data must include the race, gender, and income of mortgage loan applicants. As some experts note, “HMDA data [is] routinely used to compare a lender’s denial rates for minority and white loan applicants, as a measure of their loan performance with regard to minorities.” However, these experts also note that “HMDA data alone cannot prove or disprove the existence of lending discrimination because they do not provide enough information to control for all relevant differences between white and minority borrowers.” In addition, these experts state that “even though HMDA data now includes borrowers’ race and income, they do not include other critical information such as the wealth and debt levels of loan applicants, their credit histories, the characteristics of properties serving as collateral, the terms of loans for which applications were submitted, or the underwriting criteria used to determine eligibility.” This can be crucial information, especially as it relates to discrimination in mortgage lending.

The CRA is regularly challenged as ineffective legislation because it has failed to generate reinvestment in low-and moderate-income communities and because CDBFIA regulations have been unsuccessful in attempts to remedy the situation. Although community groups have challenged the CRA and its enforcement, criticism concerning the Act’s feasibility and effectiveness has been strongest by members of the banking industry. Banks argue that they bear too heavy a burden in relation to other financial institutions that share some of the same functions, yet, are not regulated by the CRA. Critics complain that the law only regulates certain financial institutions, placing them at a disadvantage in the marketplace with their competitors, and that conforming to regulations requires extensive documentation that is both expensive and time-consuming. Another complaint is that loans to low-and moderate-income neighborhoods are neither safe nor profitable. However, empirical data suggests that CRA loans are just as safe and profitable as conventional loans. Furthermore, depository institutions making loans to low-and moderate-income communities that are regulated under the CRA are granted special protections, including deposit insurance and emergency funding.

CRA supporters defend the Act on grounds that despite its vague provisions and admitted flaws, the CRA is moving financial institutions toward providing equal lending opportunities. Accessibility to financial services has significant consequences on the lives of individuals as well as small businesses. The ability to obtain credit also has a moral dimension. Access to credit means that individuals are able to attain goals. Access to credit affords an opportunity to gain equity, and equity provides a framework for advancing equal opportunities for wealth.

Although there has been much debate about the effectiveness of the Community Reinvestment Act, the law has been underrated. Requests for the repeal of the CRA and the CDBFIA do not appreciate the slow success of the Act. The act ambitiously seeks to modify dramatically social mores and fears against racial and economic inclusion. It would be imprudent for Congress to enact legislation that would abolish or undercut these laws. To do so would be premature, since these regulations have not been given adequate time to become effective. Unfortunately, while the efficacy of the CRA continues to be challenged, inner city communities are left to deteriorate. The question is whether it is reasonable to expect that the CRA can adequately address a major problem facing these communities and their residents: poor credit.
A. Poor Credit and Sound Banking Practices

Financial institutions usually lend money based on banking practices established to limit risks while maximizing returns. This goal is difficult to reach if loans are made to debtors who cannot or do not repay their loans on time or who default entirely. Consequently, lenders lend to those debtors they identify as creditworthy. To assess creditworthiness, lenders look at various factors including income, debt ratios, and payment histories. A major problem facing the urban debtor is his or her inability often to meet the lender’s minimum creditworthiness standards. The reason for this failure itself is likely rooted in racial and ethnic discrimination, as various studies show. First, minorities generally earn less income than whites. More specifically, minorities similarly situated to whites in education, training, and job titles earn less than their white counterparts, which supports the conclusion that the difference is race-based. This difference in income is compounded by the fact that minorities are charged and therefore pay more for the same product than whites. As a foreseeable consequence of higher demand on fewer dollars, the ratio between income and debt decreases as does creditworthiness. Limited cash flow often results in late payment of existing debt and even default, further reducing the likelihood of future credit even if the problems that caused the default have been overcome. Lenders look for payment histories of the debtor over a period of years. The effect of a poor credit history limits dramatically the wealth opportunity for the troubled debtor.

Wealth has long been associated with property ownership in America, especially ownership of real property. A primary vehicle of attaining wealth has been homeownership. A number of factors play significant roles in producing wealth through homeownership. First, because real property commonly increases in value over time, equity builds to the advantage of the homeowner. Second, once the homeowner has retired the mortgage debt, the money he or she originally spent each month for house payment is now unencumbered income that the homeowner may dispose of in ways to enhance wealth, including through additional investments. It follows that those who do have the opportunity to borrow money can begin to acquire wealth through homeownership because they are creditworthy. As a consequence, this borrower has the very real opportunity to become wealthier. On the other hand, those people who do not have that opportunity because they lack creditworthiness never realize a gain in equity, and because they continue to pay rent as tenants and never increase “disposable” or net income. In other words, they become poorer.

The Community Reinvestment Act as currently written cannot meet its goals of increasing credit to the urban community because it does not specifically address the problems that exist with providing credit to the high-risk debtor. There are two bases to support legislation that targets this population of debtors without placing significantly additional burden on the private lending market: to curtail the lasting effects of slavery, and to adhere to the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

First, the government has a legal obligation to eliminate the vestiges of slavery and the racial and ethnic discrimination that survived Reconstruction. The laws of various states prohibited the lending of money to slaves, and slaves were not permitted to own property. While the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution purportedly eliminated these laws, they were revived through black codes, “Jim Crow” laws and state-sanctioned practices. Although many believe that this part of history is long behind us, it is clear that its effects linger. In other words, the state has failed to meet its legal obligation to root out and destroy the remnants of slavery. To meet its burden, the state must specifically address a major effect of slavery and its resultant discrimination: the legally sanctioned restrictions on the opportunity to achieve wealth by denying access to credit. This denial has had its greatest impact on growing wealth through homeownership.

Second, since 1986, courts have recognized that the Civil Rights Act prohibits racial discrimination by private and state action. Moreover, this act has been interpreted as encompassing “every racially motivated refusal to sell or rent and cannot be confined to officially sanctioned segregation in housing.” The right to enjoy all pleasures of citizenship might be infringed by state or local law as well as by custom or prejudice. All such infringement is prohibited. The language of the Act includes banking policies and activities that discriminate against persons seeking mortgage lending. Yet, still today cases are filed where plaintiffs claim that they were subjects of racial discrimination by a defendant bank in the way the bank handled their mortgage loan applications, or in setting the terms and conditions of the loans. In one case, after a finding by a
jury that the bank had engaged in practices that discriminated against the plaintiffs on the basis of their race or color, the defendant bank moved for a judgment as a matter of law. The court rejected the motion because the evidence showed that the black plaintiffs’ loans were approved at rates significantly lower than white borrowers’ loans. Expert testimony was that the disparity was racially motivated.

As a result first of the overt exclusion of minorities from credit, and more recently more clandestine acts of exclusion, many minorities have looked away from traditional credit markets. For many disenfranchised communities, alternative financing services remain a principal source of funds. These alternative institutions are often unregulated, and their business practices differ dramatically from the asset-building and wealth-creation services accessed by the majority of Americans. Reliance on these institutions, especially regarding long-term asset building potential, significantly affects the wealth of lower-income households. These institutions consistently provide rates or terms that substantially deviate from industry-wide practice. This type of practice is often called predatory or sub-prime lending. Under federal law, it is an unfair or deceptive practice for a mortgage lender to procure a loan with rates or terms grossly deviant from industry-wide standards. A three-prong test is used to determine whether the practice is unfair or deceptive. A practice is unfair or deceptive if it: (1) causes substantial injury to consumers; (2) violates established public policy; or (3) is immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous. Practically, however, these markets are often the only ones available to the minority or low-income household.

B. Sub-Prime Markets

Sub-prime loans are loans made to customers “who have a higher credit risk than borrowers in the prime market”... Sub-prime loans are more costly ... to originate, sell, and service than traditional “A credit” loans. There is no standard set of credit risk assessment criteria in the prime market. The sub-prime market typically takes into consideration: 1) a potential borrower’s credit history; 2) the household debt-to-income ratio if the loan is approved; and 3) the combined loan-to-value ratio for home equity loan and other mortgage debt on the property. While sub-prime lending is a critical source of credit for millions of families, minority households are disproportionately steered to higher cost sub-prime lending. Among lower-income families, twenty-five percent had no access to local banks. One-third of black households and about thirty percent of Hispanic households had no banks in their communities. This situation is particularly foreboding for blacks, sixty percent of whom have zero or negative net financial assets. In these communities, high-cost sub-prime loans accounted for fifty-one percent of home loans in 1998, compared with nine percent in white areas. Homeowners in high-income black communities are six times more likely to have a sub-prime loan as homeowners in high-income white neighborhoods. Sub-prime loans are not necessarily predatory, however, and are generally recognized as providing a credit market to those with less than stellar credit.

*C108 C. Predatory Lending

On the other hand, predatory lending has been publicly denounced as abusive and illegal. Predatory lending is customarily defined as those lending practices that target borrowers on the basis of their race, ethnicity, age, gender or other personal characteristics unrelated to creditworthiness, along with unreasonable loan terms and fraud. The key is not to eliminate the legitimate credit-of-last-resort market but to manage it better and to regulate it.

D. Race Neutral Affirmative Action through the CDBFI

The CDBFI is a vehicle through which high-risk lending institutions can be established. These institutions use a set of lending criteria different from those commonly used by market lenders. Significant activity should be geared toward establishing credit as a major step in creating wealth.

For many Americans, the first step toward achieving improved financial status is homeownership. Consequently, a significant
focus must be on access to mortgage lending. The CDBFI lender can provide, among other things, longer terms, minimally higher interest rates, graduated payment plans, and adjustable interest rates fixed at the time of the loan for certain defined periods. These lenders would be permitted, for example, to review payment/credit histories over more recent periods, say one or two years. In addition, such loans could be guaranteed by the federal government. These programs would be race-neutral because while they would be designed to eliminate the remaining vestiges of slavery in the lending marketplace, any debtor could opt for the non-conventional mortgage. As with traditional financial institutions, performing loans would be subject to sale to the secondary market.305

Second, the CRA could be written to include financial incentives to private lenders to increase or institute high-risk lending criteria to encourage lending to the target markets. The establishment, for example, of high-risk lending tax credits would inure to the benefit of private lenders that “took on” less creditworthy borrowers. Loans under such a program would be governed by the same lending and underwriting criteria used by the high-risk mortgage lending institutions discussed previously. Such a program would also address banks’ concerns about their loss of competitiveness with non-regulated financing institutions.

X. CONCLUSION WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

The CRA has spearheaded changes in the way banks invest money in certain communities and lend money to black and Hispanic applicants. These minority applicants have traditionally been excluded from access to financing because of their race and ethnicity and because of historical patterns of discrimination that today may appear to be race-neutral, like income. The CRA acknowledges the occurrence of historical patterns of discrimination as well as overt discrimination, and it was implemented in principal part to eliminate the effects of discrimination in lending and investing. However, the gap is so wide and has existed for so long, that a complete turnaround has not occurred. That will take a long time, but it will take an even longer time if the CRA is not pursued aggressively and more quickly. The challenge to proponents for change is to devise programs that can be implemented quickly in anticipation of more profoundly visible results.

First, banks should have incentives to lend to historically redlined groups. Banks and other financial institutions are customarily for-profit, and as such, are expected to be motivated by the economic bottom line. If the goals of the CRA are to be met, it would be easier if affected financial institutions were willing partners rather than reluctant participants. Incentives should be designed with this in mind. Shareholders would be loath to challenge, for example, making higher-risk loans that help the bank maximize its own profits. Maximization could be in the form of traditional incentives, including tax credits and abatements for institutions that provide a certain percentage of their lending to historically redlined geographical areas or to historically underserved racial, ethnic, gender and economic groups. Banks could enjoy such benefits as long as they provided the loans and investment capital to the targeted recipient.

Second, strong advocacy by affected persons has proven helpful in spurring compliance with the CRA. These watchdog groups, when adequately funded, can play a major role in bridging the gap in funding access. Among other things, they can establish community banking resource centers that provide personal computers with Internet access so that individuals without access otherwise can pursue Internet banking opportunities. This provides access to a broader financial community and arguably to a less hostile credit market.

However, the Internet and other technological innovations may be a double-edged sword for minority borrowers.306 On the one hand, with race-and ethnicity-blind applications, the borrower appears to be on a playing field level to their white counterparts.307 However, this apparent neutrality is easily countered by the availability of geographic and demographic information published on the Internet or that is otherwise easily available.308

Third, banks should be required to report wealth and debt levels, credit history, characteristics of property serving as collateral, terms of loan and underwriting criteria used to determine eligibility for all loans denied. This information should be reported via the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, thereby providing a means to monitor a bank’s use of impermissible lending criteria as well as discouraging the bank’s use of such criteria.
Fourth, the CDBFI should implement comprehensive procedures designed to eliminate barriers to credit and enhance wealth to disenfranchised groups including the following:

- Charging a higher rate of interest to poor credit risks and placing the difference between the higher rate and market rate into a fund to pay off non-performing loans from the target population participating in this program.

- Requiring prerequisite action to default, including debt management counseling services through non-profit or governmental agencies. This pre-default requirement could also be required as a condition to closing the loan.

- Having the federal government establish a lending program that includes selling money to participating financial institutions at a lower cost. This would “buy down” the borrower’s cost of money so that program participants could pay market or near-market interest rates.

- Giving program borrowers the opportunity to refinance their loans at lower pre-determined rates at pre-determined time periods of acceptable performance. For example, say a participating debtor at a high risk for default borrows at fourteen percent. At the time the loan is made, the lender agrees that if debtor timely pays the notes over, say thirty-six months, the loan will be refinanced at eleven percent (or market rate times 1.5, whichever is lower) and after an additional thirty-six month period to eight percent (or then market rate whichever is lower). In this way, lenders and the state can begin to seriously address eliminating a lingering vestige of slavery: the denial of access to wealth.
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